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This invention relates to an overbed table 
attachment adapted to be used as an adjunct to 
a bedside table or other similar article of furni 
ture for hospital use. The invention is particu 
larly concerned with an attachment in which the K. 
top is foldable to a vertical position when not in 
use and adjustable to any height desired. 
Attachments of the type of the invention are 

frequently furnished as an integral part of a 
hospital bedside table or cabinet. However, the 

.. 
p. , 

attachment forms a separable unit in and of 
itself and may be utilized in conjunction with 
other conventional articles of furniture used in 
hospitals and similar places. The invention re 
sides entirely in the construction of the attach 
ment itself and the article of furniture to which‘ it ’ ‘T 
is attached forms no part of it. For convenience, 
a conventional hospital bedside table will be con 
sidered as representative of the class of articles 
of furniture with which the attachment may be 
used. 
One of the objects of the invention has been 

to provide an overbed table attachment which is 
fashioned almost entirely from parts formed of 
wood or composition materials. In the preferred ; 
embodiment which will be hereinafter described 
it will be noted that there is almost a complete 
absence of parts made from metal and other 
similar materials having priority status at the 
present time. 
Another object of the invention has been to v 

provide an overbed attachment in which the ver 
tical elevating and lowering means have been so 
constructed and arranged as to provide an oper 
ation which is very smooth and even and at the J 
same time practically noiseless. 
Another object has been the provision of a 

structure of the type contemplated in which there 
is little or no friction between the moving parts 
so that there is no necessity for oiling or other 
care of the apparatus. ’ 

Another object has been the provision of im 
proved means for adjusting and maintaining the 
table top in a preselected horizontal position, the 
means employed being simple in construction yet 
very convenient and secure in operation. 
Other objects and advantages will be apparent 

from the further and more detailed description of 
the invention when considered in conjunction 
with the drawings in which: 
Figure 1 is a front elevation of a conventional 

hospital bedside table, having an overbed table 
attachment of the preferred type of the invention 
attached thereto. 

Figure 2 is a similar view illustrating the table 
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in operative position-with‘ the‘ support elements 
extended laterally and the top in horizontal posi 
tion. - ‘ v ‘ v 

Figure 3 is another View similar to»*Figure 1 but 
showing the tabletop'lowered 'toyertical position 
andthe support elements folded inwardly toward 
the bedside table. Y ' > ' - ~> ' ‘ 

Figure 4 is a'sectional view along’ the line 4—-6, 
Figure 2, illustrating particularly the construction 
of the vertical adjustment means. " ‘ ~ ‘ - '1 

Figure 5 is an enlarged fragmentary’ view of 
the upper section of the overbed table shown in 
the same position as in. Figure '1 and being par 
tially broken away to illustrateeparticularlythe 
construction of the top support-means and the 
manner inwhich it functions in sustaining the 
top and lowering it to ‘verticallposition. . ' 

Considering‘ now a further and more detailed 
description of the construction ‘of thein'vention', 
an overbed table'atta'chment illustrating the pre 
ferred embodiment is indicated at [0, Figure 1. 
A hospital bedside table is indicated‘ at ‘H .' ‘Since 
the construction of this latter vtable forms no part 
of the invention,‘ its construction will" not ' be 
described in detail. ' '- ~ " ' ' 

In operative position the attachment comprises 
generally a gate I-2 and a horizontal or top'por 
tion I 3 joined and supported'by the elevating arm 
14 and connected thereto by the ' ‘hinges l5. 
Brackets l6 are secured 'tothe' gate l2 and ‘these 
in turn may be attached to the bedside table H‘. 
The gate includes vertical post members Hand 

l8 joined together at their ends by horizontal rail 
members I9. The vertical’ post member 11 is 
hollow as will ‘be later described‘in more'detail 
and the rail members l9 are joined to it by screws 
and dowel pins indicated‘generally at 2B; 'This 
gate is supported in recesses in‘the brackets l5 
(see Figure 4) by pins 32 journaledfin the, hori 
zontal surfacesof these recesses.‘ ‘ ' > ' ‘ 

A vertically‘ adjustable elevating post 21 may 
be approximately the ‘same height as the vertical 
post member I‘! and has its vlov'ver'end positioned 
in the hollow’ opening therein. This post I1 is of 
generally rectangular construction in cross sec 
tion and has formed in a side'jedge thereof av rack 
comprised of a plurality of teeth ‘22 and notches 
23. The inner surface of the latter maybe sub7 
stantially flat as illustrated. A brace 24 is’ affixed 
to the upper end of ‘the post 2] and is connected 
by hinges l 5 to the table top l3. A hand knob 25 
is positioned on the extreme upper edge surface 
of the elevating post 2|. The table top I3 is 
further a?ixed to the brace 24 by means of the 
elevating arm 14. This arm is secured to the 



brace 24 by means of pins inserted through both 
ends thereof, the pins being secured to brackets 
26 a?ixed to the brace and to the underside of the 
top. The elevating arm is in two sections pivoted 
on the pin 21 which is journaled in one end of 
each section of the arm. The arm is of hollow 
channel construction and a spring 28 extending 
across the pivoting-pin. 21 isisecuredeateits ends 
to tangs‘29f'on ’thé"b'ott'orn surfaceof the arm. 
This spring functions under tension to hold the 
two sections of the arm in rigid position with 
respect to each other when the top is in horizontal 
position. When the top is lowered tov vertical 
position the tension is released and the arm, sec-~ 
tions assume the positionsh'owmin the dotted‘ 
lines in Figure 5. When the table too is in aver-Y1 
tical position, also as illustrated in Figure 5, a 
stop element 30 holds the top I3 away-from the " 
vertical member l2 and prevents the depending 
end from catching on the upper edge of the 
vertical'post-member I1‘! of/th’eig'a'te: 
The vertical" ad‘Eius't'ment‘Tmea-n's for- ‘the post ‘Tl 

are illustrated in Figure 4. As shown, the upper 
rail-element l9’ of'th'e gatedriaLs'v onecorner 3| 
somewhat‘ fr'ou'n'ded to provide ‘clearance andi‘per 
mit'the: gate’ to swing" in “ one 1 cinemat- on' the 
pin 32. As previously stated, the-irairimembers 
|9~ re'st in-'~recesses'=' in‘ the brackets 'IS'L" These 
brackets" may ‘berjoinedltw the ‘bedside table " | | 
by bolts 33. Thevertrea ‘post’ member‘ I’Fof'tli‘e 
gate is generally‘ square‘; in‘- section landl'n’iayi be 
formed in four‘ sections; includlhg'the‘front"or 
face sectl01fi'7 371, the side‘: section's'l‘3'B"'and’the"back 
sectiOnRBS'IFi'gure 41)“. Tlievelevating‘post 21 
is ?tted Yintotliei‘hollow' de?ned" ‘y'these-"se'cL 
tio'ns " and: ' may" itself?v be‘ of‘ sectional‘? construc 
tion, the elements including-‘a; face-"section 38. 
sidelsection's'i 39‘? and ' a‘hrear 'sectibnX 40'.’ All’ of 
the various sections,- :both in» the elevating‘ - post 
2| andf‘th‘e gate postm'ember 'I-B‘,’ maybesetiin 
recesses ‘in adj oining' member's’fasr shown" and "se 
cured by‘gluing'orrdoweipins‘ (nor-shown)‘. The 
basefof I'thei hand‘ 5knob"25?'1acts* asiial cap‘? for " the 
hollow verticali elevating'post 2r and-“conceals the 
opening therein. 
The‘ ‘ elevation" adjustment‘ means or‘ ratchet 

compris'esra<knob‘“4|f and‘ a rod" section 42.’; A 
groove: 43 is formed‘ ini'the’latterl'ait a‘ central 
point. for*'the"recepti'on of ‘an ‘end! of'the P spring 
44; This spring: is’ preferably of‘flexiblepl'a‘sti'c 
material and has‘ its *other‘endrsecuredr in‘ a-slot 
45 in'the outer edge! of’ the‘ upper r'ai-l? |9 "of'fthe 
gate. One or more- screws 4’! maintain it‘?rmly 
in position. The‘ springris-adaptedI to ‘ber?exed 
across the aperture ' 48 as outward pressure "is ex 
erted ‘on the knob‘ 4| 10f‘ the" elevation adjust 
ment means 26. As: this ‘pressure-is exerted? the 
end of the rodsectionr 42<becomesdisengaged 
from the notch 23-where'it'would normalllyibe 
held by the springv?vand- theivertical-elevation 
post 2| is.released,= and, byvgravi-tyvnormally r'will 
drop-into the-hollow in the-gatepost-rnember I’! 
until- it reaches a~point“illustrated:in-Figu-re3 
where- further' downward. progress-is halted- by 
the abutment of vthe brace.- 24~on the .upper. sur 

‘ face of’ themember |9.. Throughaproper- adjust‘ 
mentof ithe elevating-- meanslav very smooth and 
even .action canJbe obtainedv as. during~ the ele 
vating operation. (which. is. manual) the contact 
edge of. the rod section. .42. of theelevating means 
2 6 ' tends . to slide overv the \ tapered .uppersurfaces 
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of the teeth 22 (see Figures 1 and 5) with little 
or no friction and resulting noise. In lowering, 
the operator conventionally grasps the knob 25 
with one hand and then disengaging the contact 
edge of the elevating means by pulling outwardly 
on the knob 4| manually lowers the elevating post 
2| to the position desired whereupon the knob 
4| isreleased and the contact edge again engages 
the‘ notch selected. As best illustrated in Figure 
3, when the post is completely lowered and the 
gate swung toward the bedside table the entire 
structure is quite unobtrusive. 
As will bev apparent from the foregoing descrip 

tion, theinvention completely dispenses with all 
heavytrmetal parts and there is little possibility 
of wear or breakage in the operative parts neces 
sitati'ng upkeep and repair. 
Having fullyv described my invention, I claim: 
1.. In an overbed table attachment a swingable 

gate having a hollow vertical post, an elevating 
post slidable~in said gate post and: supporting a 
tabletoplat- the upper end thereof, said: elevating 
post havingv a rack formed "in aside edge'thereof 
and elevation adjustment means cooperating 
with' said rack in‘ supporting ‘said elevating post 
in a preselected vertical position, saidielevation 
adjustment means comprising a- .blunt pointed 
rod inserted through an openinminthegate post, 
and spring' means normally actuating said-rod 
againstsaid' racln. said spring means engaging 
the red at a’ point.intermediateeits#ends; 

2. Anioverbed table‘attachment entirely formed 
from woodor similar materials andcomprising 
a swingable gate, said gatev including ahollow ‘ 
post, an elevating post positioned‘ in'rsaid hollow 
post- and contained thereby, means for manually 
raising and lowering saidelevating post, avitop 
supported bysaid elevating post, a rack of teeth 
and notches formed in a side-edge-of, said elevat- ' 
ing-post, a blunt pointed rod .supportedrby the 
gate and movable into and out of said hollow 
post forengaging the notches in the rack,.spr.ing 
means supported by the» gate for engaging-the 
rod at an intermediate point .and-actuatingit 
toward the notches and means for manually dis 
engaging the rod during a. raising or lowering 
operation. 

3-. An. overbed attachment for a table compris 
ing a frame member, means for pivotally attach 
ing the frame member to a table,. said frame 
member including a vertical hollow post-and a 
horizontal rail member secured -to said. post, an 
elevating post positioned in said hollow. post and 
contained thereby, a table top supported by said 
elevating post, a rack of teeth and- notches posi 
tioned on a side edge of the’ elevating. post, said 
teeth having inclined edges and said notches 
having substantially ?at faces, a blunt pointed 
pawl supported in the horizontal rail member 
of the frame and movable intoand out of the 
hollow post through an aperture therein, a. ?at 
resilient spring member supported in the hori 
zontal rail member interiorly thereof, said spring 
member engaging the pawl at a point interme 
diate its ends and normally-actuating the point 
of the pawl into engagement with the. notches 
on the rack, and means at the reverseend of. the 
pawl for disengaging its point from the notches 
to permit lowering of the elevating post. 

WILLIAM A. HILLEN‘BRAND. 


